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The Genealogy series allows you to unravel the history of the world’s best selling perfumes, both iconic and design classics, and to also discover the timeless gems that also represent our modern fragrances. The Symrise Fine Fragrance Genealogy is a direct chronology of the most famous fragrances, their designers and their popularity, covering the period from the 70s to today. It is the perfect tool to
reveal the timeless stories and the interconnections of the brands, creations and ingredients of today’s great perfumes, as well as those of yesteryear. The Genealogy also gives you insight into the histories behind the fragrances and their stories, as well as information on the evolution of contemporary perfumes. The Symrise Fine Fragrance Genealogy - in your hands The Genealogy includes the
following pages: Section 1: The Symrise Fragrance Genealogy The Symrise Fine Fragrance Genealogy Section 2: On the Origin of the World’s Best Selling Perfumes The World’s Best Selling Perfumes: Ancient Fragrances to Modern Iconic PerfumesA day in the life of a Maker at the workshop. Well, today was the last day of our Making Week. After eight days of being a Maker at the workshop, I
finally have time to write up some notes on what I have learned. First, I just wanted to say a quick thank you to all of you, the wonderful people that make the workshops possible. I have learned so much in the last week, not only through the workshops I have been a part of but also from other members of the community. It has been a fun week, but now it’s time to start putting it into action and making
some cool projects. I would also like to say a big thank you to the amazing team at Primavera. They went above and beyond to make sure we had a great time. They spent hours explaining things to us when it was just not in the manual. I cannot tell you how much we appreciated the care and attention that was put into our Making Week. Now for the actual notes. Day 1: Pizza Arriving early. Me and my
partner don’t do late, we’re always here on time. (Some people come late, we get there early). When you arrive early to 82157476af
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